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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers is delivering many changes to its Salesforce system. Adoption

reports are discovering that many features are unused. The steering committee wants this to

change and is looking to the architect for advice.

What should an architect recommend to overcome this?

Options: 
A- Using Lightning Web Components for every user interface.

B- Adopting user centered design to understand user needs before building the solution.

C- Stop development until current features start being used.

D- Sending weekly communication emails reporting on least engaged users

Answer: 
B



Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What are the three considerations that the architect should recommend for Change Set

deployment?

Choose 3 answers

Options: 
A- Change Sets cannot be automated..

B- Change Sets cannot be validated before deployment

C- Change Sets cannot be used for orgs affiliated with same production org.

D- Change Sets cannot be rolled back.

E- Change Sets cannot be reused between Production Salesforce orgs.

Answer: 
A, D, E



Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers (UC) had added a Service team to the Salesforce Platform. The

Service team would like to have a few dozen of the service centers entered into the system as

technical reference dat

a. The service centers are made searchable in many different web forms

and rather independent from all other business entities. In the past, they had to manually add any

new service centers in each sandbox in the code migration path, they would like to eliminate the

manual work if it is possible.

What is an optimal way to accomplish this requirement?

Options: 
A- Add the service centers to a hierarchical custom settings.

B- Add the service centers to a list custom settings.



C- Define a brand-new custom object with a picklist field to host all of the service centers.

D- Add all of the service centers to a custom metadata type.

Answer: 
D

Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

A team of developers at Universal Containers has developed Apex Triggers and Apex

Classes in a sandbox. The team has also written test classes to unit test these triggers and classes. When executed in the sandbox, all

the test methods pass and all the classes meet the minimum code coverage requirement. But when they tried deploying these

components to production, a

few of these test methods failed

What should an architect recommend?

Options: 



A- Create test data in production before deploying the test classes

B- Set SeeAllData to True to use the data in production.

C- Explicitly set SeeAllData to True and generate data in test methods.

D- Do not use SeeAllData and generate data in the test methods

Answer: 
D

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers would like to conduct performance testing on its new major release. What three things should the architect

consider when discussing performance testing?

Choose 3 answers

Options: 
A- Salesforce must be informed at least 7 days before starting performance tests.



B- Salesforce will monitor test activity to ensure there are no issues with Salesforce

Services.

C- Performance tests must be run in a sandbox.

D- A business justification must be provided to Salesforce in order to run performance

testing.

E- Performance tests may be run without advanced notice, but Salesforce will not store

performance logs.

Answer: 
B, C, D

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

In the effort of improving the code quality, Universal Containers (UC) has asked a

third-party system integrator to perform some independent code reviews. One piece of the

feedback is the development team is seemingly not doing enough negative unit testing.

Which are three usual symptoms of inadequate negative tests



Choose 3 answers

Options: 
A- Developers often have to turn to the debug log for details of the failed Apex executions.

B- When an Apex batch job runs at a scheduled time, an increased number of Apex

execution errors occur over all.

C- An Apex process runs into an un-handled exception when an HTTP callout has an

unexpected status code in the response body.

D- Developers constantly ask the testers for a screenshot of the error and the exact steps of

reproducing the error.

E- The delivered user interfaces are regularly not meeting the expectations of the business

users.

Answer: 
A, B, C

Question 7
Question Type: MultipleChoice



Universal Containers is a Salesforce AppExchange partner and they are planning to

launch recommended that they use a partner development org for development. New app. The technical architect

What are the three benefits of using a partner development org over an individual development org in this scenario?

Choose 3 answers

Options: 
A- Partner development org has a greater number of licenses available for the team.

B- Partner development org offers higher API limit.

C- Only partner development org supports managed beta testing.

D- Partner development org never expires.

E- Partner development org offers more storage.

Answer: 
A, B, E

Question 8



Question Type: MultipleChoice

What advice should a technical architect provide in a Change Advisory Board meeting?

Options: 
A- Functionality meets the business needs.

B- Solution is usable by the business.

C- Solution is technically sound.

D- Troubleshooting strategies for deployment issues

Answer: 
D

Question 9
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers (UC) development team is developing a managed package for



AppExchange. The product team has finished developing and testing, and wants to submit a

Security Review. However, the product manager has concerns on the few errors from the

Checkmarx code scanner.

How should the product team proceed?

Options: 
A- Review the Checkmarx errors. If there is no need to fix, mark them as false positive and

attach , then submit.

B- Leave them to the Salesforce security review team, they would catch it if those are true

problems.

C- Leavee a partner support case, the partner manager will engage Salesforce support

resources to help.

D- Review the Checkmarx errors and fix all of them before submitting security review.

Salesforce security review team will reject the request if any error remains.

Answer: 
A



Question 10
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Universal Containers (UC) environment management architect is using the package

development model for deployment to different orgs.

Which metadata changes does the architect need to track manually?

Options: 
A- No manual tracking required. All changes are automatically tracked.

B- All metadata changes for the release.

C- Changes to components not yet supported by source tracking.

D- Only the changes made via the Setup UI.

Answer: 
A
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